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Abstract. Java Bytecode is currently the most used mobile code representation, although it contains some well-known major flaws. In the
paper we introduce the principle operation of type-separated bytecode.
Type-separated bytecode is a new intermediate representation that compensates some of the drawbacks introduced by Java Bytecode. In particular the use of type-separated bytecode can considerably speed-up
the verification process and supports optimizations performed on the
producer side of a mobile code generation system. This is especially important when using bytecode on constrained devices like JavaCards or
in embedded systems.

1

Introduction

No other mobile code format reached such a popularity like Java bytecode. It
is used in many different domains although it has some serious flaws. The most
two important drawbacks are the space and time consuming verification process
and an intermediate representation which is difficult to optimize.
On modern computers the consumption of time and space during the verification process is mostly irrelevant. There is plenty of memory available and
computing power increases more and more. Even though the possibility of exploiting the time behavior of the verification algorithm to mount an attack on
virtual machines exists [6], this danger is mostly ignored. Also, the increasing capabilities of personal computers lead to many improvements to execute bytecode
efficiently. Beside the formerly important interpretation there exist just-in-time
(JIT) and adaptive compilers which produce native machine code on the fly.
The generated code is considerably faster than interpreted execution, but these
compilers do have an overhead.
On constrained devices the situation is not as simple as on modern computers. Their computing power and memory increased, too, but they have far
less ressources than their larger counterparts. The verification algorithm must
not excess available memory which is just a fraction of what can be used on
desktop systems. Because of the low computing power the time spend during
verification is also a multiple of the normal time used. These problems are not
completely solved, leading frequently to compromises where one ressource is exchanged with the other. To lower the verification time more space is needed [19]

and vice versa [4, 13]. Another difficult problem is the actual program execution. Because modern JIT and adaptive compilers can often not be employed on
constrained devices classical interpretation is inevitable. Every single instruction
takes up precious time, so it would be helpful if optimizations could eliminate
unnecessary operations. This can be achieved through different frameworks, for
example SOOT [21], but the more important optimizations like null- and boundchecks can not be applied on Java bytecode because of its granularity.
In this paper we introduce a new intermediate representation based on existing bytecodes. Using type separation it is possible to reduce the amount of
verification work and memory space significantly. In addition, it is possible to
optimize the mobile code and support an efficient (interpretable) execution using annotations. Because the annotations are embedded into the intermediate
representation their correct use can be verified, thus they become secure. As a
side effect the type separation can be used for simple program parallelization on
processors with multiple instruction pipelines.
In the rest of the paper we try to sketch the main ideas of type-separated
bytecode. In section 2 the related work regarding verification process, annotations and optimizations is presented. Section 3 shows the main concepts of typeseparated bytecode and section 4 points to future work and research regarding
our project. The final section 5 gives a short summary.

2

Related Work

Since Java bytecode has some serious flaws new intermediate representations
were developed. Beside the stackbased techniques used in bytecodes there are
mainly two other representations: syntaxoriented (like Architecture Neutral Distribution Format (ANDF) [17], Slim-Binaries [11], SafeTSA [1]) and proof carrying (for example Proof-Carrying-Code (PCC) [16], typed assembler language
(TAL) [15]). Although these intermediate representations do have advantages
their use is not widespread, at least not commercial.
Java bytecode is still widely-used and thus a lot of research went into improving this intermediate representation. This section summarizes the two main
problems with bytecode and pictures some research activities.
2.1

Verification Process

The verification process for Java bytecode occurs directly before program execution and is used to guarantee security aspects of the mobile code [14]. Besides
structural inspections every instruction is checked for receiving the right type
and number of operands and that the stacksize is between zero and its given
maximum size. These examinations take time and consume a lot of space.
Reducing the time factor of the verification process is an important task.
The complexity class is O(n2 ) with n being the number of code instructions.
It is possible to construct programs which do have exactly this worst-case time
behavior and which can be used to mount denial of service (DoS) attacks [6].

To reduce the time factor there are mainly two approaches. The first one deals
with simplifying the bytecode, for example on the problem of subroutines [8, 20],
while the second one tries to speed up the verification process, e.g. with modified algorithms or by adding special information to the bytecode [3, 19]. These
techniques can reduce the amount of verification time, but as a compromise the
program size increases due to restructuring or additional information.
Memory space consumed during verification is another important issue with
Java bytecode, especially on devices with constrained ressources. Large and
medium sized programs can easily have an overhead of multiple kilobytes [12],
being too much for small systems. To reduce memory usage one can use requirements for the program code, leading to simpler code with less control points [13].
Another technique modifies the algorithm and uses multiple verification passes,
each solving subproblems [4]. While conserving main memory these techniques
often lead to increases in code size or verification time.
2.2

Annotations and Optimizations

Annotations in our sense are code informations added to the mobile code during
its generation. They can be used by the runtime environment to improve execution speed or to increase program security. In general, no verification of the
annotations is possible, so blind trust into them could lead to semantical errors
and security exploits. Currently there are just two techniques to guarantee the
right usage: either by using proof-carrying techniques or with secure annotations like in SafeTSA. Yet, neither of these are directly convertible to bytecode
so the problem still arises. On the other hand code annotations on Java bytecode are not directly possible. One can use attributes, but there is no way to
detect manipulations. In the last Java version, program annotations made by
the programmer are introduced to the language and to bytecode, however for
code annotations this is not of interest.
Often, annotations are used for optimizations on the runtime environment.
They are applied dynamically during runtime in JIT and adaptive compilers,
whereas for interpreters we do not know of any system utilizing annotations.
Common optimizations which can be annotated are removal of bound checks [22],
escape information [9] and virtual register placement [10]. Reig [18] suggested
some other high level language information which can be used as annotation. In
general, an intermediate representation which supports secure annotations could
be very beneficial.

3

Type-separated Bytecode

In this section we try to picture the main ideas of our new intermediate representation called type-separated bytecode. The first part deals with basic concepts
and functionality. During the second part ideas for two more advanced topics
are presented.

3.1

Type-Separation

The type-separated bytecode is based on existing representations, e.g. Java bytecode [7] and the Common Intermediate Language (CIL) (as part of the Common
Language Infrastructure (CLI) [5]). Like these formats type-separated bytecode
uses a stack-based machine model. But instead of using just a single stack and
register set the method of type-separation is applied.
The basic idea behind type-separation is to separate every single type from
all different types. Thus, instead of having one untyped stack we now have as
many stacks as types do exist, each associated with its appropriate type. To
work with these stacks we must also have typed register sets, again one for each
type. In figure 1 this concept is visualized. On the top one can see the untyped
stack and register set. After type-separation we now have four stacks, three for
the values on the stack and one corresponding to the register. This empty float
stack is needed since in a stack machine every register access happens via a
stack. The register set is split up into its three values. An extra register set for
double-values can be omitted because they are just temporally on the stack. As
can be seen only the stacks and register sets whose type is used in the program
are present in the representation.
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Fig. 1. Type-Separation

Given that every stack and register set must only contain values of its dedicated type, the memory usage of the verification process is reduced. It is no
longer necessary to save a stack and register map on each control point as it is

done in the traditional verification algorithm. It is sufficient to remember the
heights of the stacks to prevent over- and underflows. To achieve type consistent
behavior the used instructions have a special property. Each instruction knows
per se where the operands of an operation must come from and the result should
go to. Because of this property it is not possible to undermine the type system,
thus the type-separated bytecode becomes type secure. For instance, an integer
compare instruction would take its two operands from the integer stack and put
the resulting boolean value onto the boolean stack. In contrast, an integer subtraction operation would place its resulting integer back onto the integer stack
and also took its operands from there. Figure 2 shows an example of a simple
program in type-separated format. Its execution and the effect on stacks and
registers are displayed.

Java
Sourcecode
int i = 1;
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int double bool
10: iconst 1
1
11: istore 0
double d = 2.4; 12: ldc 2.4
2.4
15: dstore 0
if ( d - i >= 1 ) { 16: dload 0
2.4
17: iload 0
1 2.4
18: i2d
2.4; 1.0
19: dsub
1.4
20: dconst 1
1.4; 1.0
21: dcmp ge
true
22: if false 27
d = 1;
25: dconst 1
1.0
26: dstore 0
}
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Fig. 2. Example of the Execution of Type-Separated Bytecode

A further important point in creating type-separated bytecode is using constraints. For example we can demand that every register is initialized with a
neutral value prior code execution, for example 0 for number types and null
for reference types. This constraint saves space during verification because one
does not need to save the state of register sets. There are other constraints like
keeping the stack empty on jumps [13], but we have to decide which ones to
incorporate into the intermediate representation yet.
Because of the type separation a great amount of different stacks and register
sets are present. We expect that a direct execution could pose some serious
penalties on runtime behavior. Therefore, it could be beneficial to transform the
program after verification into a one stack machine model prior to execution.
First examinations show that such a transformation could be achieved with
just one program pass, resulting in a linear time algorithm (in the number of

instructions). Together with our linear time verification algorithm this shows
that type-separated bytecode can be used for linear time verification of mobile
code at least.
3.2

Advanced Techniques

There are mainly two ideas for other features of type-separated bytecode. The
first one deals with program annotations whereas the second can be used for
simple program parallelization.
In our intermediate representation we plan to add annotations in the form of
types and corresponding instructions. This way they merge with the language
and can be verified during the verification phase, leading to secure annotations.
These annotations can be used for program optimizations or to test security
requirements. For example one may use such code annotations to reduce the
number of nullchecks. Everytime a local object is accessed its type changes from
insecure to secure. Further uses of this reference can occur without nullchecks.
Such reductions may be superfluous for desktop computers with JIT and adaptive compilers but for constrained devices using interpreters this can give another
performance increase.
Another technique to be developed is simple program parallelization. In typeseparated bytecode every type has its corresponding stack. Therefore, if multiple
instruction pipelines are available it is possible to associate them with appropriate stacks. Every operation performed on this stack can now be handled by
the underlying instruction pipeline. Though this method is just a basic one we
expect some performance increases. In future work this process can be refined
to achieve better results.

4

Future Work

The development of type-separated bytecode is currently at the beginning stage.
The presented work is just a mere overview and will be refined further in the
future. We first have to decide on a general stack machine model, were it is
possible to transform a broad choice of programs into. After construction of a
common model we have to do first evaluations on the type-separated bytecode
to find problems and restrictions. Further research should lead thereafter to the
final stack machine model.
In latter phases of the project we will incorporate annotations into the language. After developing a general method to accomplish this the next stage will
be to find suitable code annotations. Mostly they come from the areas of code
optimization and security properties. Perhaps it is possible to add aspect oriented programming styles [2] to type-separated bytecode. This will lead to a
broader usage of annotations for program security.
For the time being the last thing to accomplish is the building of a runtime
environment for constrained devices, for example cell phones and JavaCards. In
this area we suppose the largest improvements due to type-separated bytecode.

Not only the verification algorithm is better adopted to this setting. Through
the developed annotations the mobile code can be made more efficient and the
runtime behavior is improved.

5

Summary

In this paper we presented our primary ideas concerning a new mobile intermediate representation called type-separated bytecode. We suppose that this
representation can lead to major improvements concerning program verification
and runtime efficiency. This is especially true for constrained devices like cell
phones, JavaCards and embedded systems. Further research will lead to the final version of type-separated bytecode and special techniques like annotations
and simple parallel program execution.
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